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look and feel: vuze 4.8.0.0 for linux is a good
replacement for utorrent if you miss the look
and feel of it. the interface is very similar to
utorrent as you will see in this comparison.

but vuze 4.0 for linux is really a new
implementation of bittorrent. here is a list of
the new features and changes you can find
in vuze 4.8: better sorting of torrents: using
this feature you can sort your torrents by
size, status, or status of the files in the

torrent. you can also filter by size, file type,
download or upload time and the maximum
bandwidth. progress bar: you can check the

current speed of the download using the
progress bar feature. the progress bar will
appear at the left side of the top bar, after
the application icon. you can also choose a
fullscreen mode to maximize your desktop.
improved torrent status: as you can see in
this screenshot, vuze displays additional
information such as the number of files in
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the torrent and their size. if a torrent is
downloading a movie, for example, you can
tell vuze to display the download speed in

the status bar and the duration the movie is
still downloading. smart status bar: the

status bar is smart, you can see the torrent's
size and active seeders in the status bar

without opening a torrent file. if the torrent
is downloading with a single seed, only the

active seeders will be displayed. what's new:
vuze 4.8.0.0 for linux is free as in free
speech, free as in beer, and free as in

freedom. with vuze 4.0 for linux, you get the
features of vuze with a more stable, more
responsive, and more stable application.
also, you no longer need to maintain or
upgrade all your torrent installations.
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